Blackboard Browser Test
The Browser Test tool performs a series of diagnostic tests to help users identify and/or resolve
common configuration problems in Blackboard. The Browser Test module provides ample data
for configuring your computer to work more efficiently with Blackboard.
NOTE: Successfully passing the browser test does not guarantee that a browser, computer, or
user will function without error while using Blackboard.

Adding the Browser Test Module to Blackboard
If you do not see the Browser Test Module on your My Blackboard page, please add it before
beginning course work in Blackboard.

1. Login to Blackboard.
2. Click on the Add
Module button in the
top left.

3. In the Add Module window, locate the Browser Test module and then click add.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click OK to add the module.

5. The Browser Test module
should then appear as a
module item in the My
Blackboard modules area.
6. Click on Test your Browser
to run the Browser Test
diagnostics.
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1. Ensure all of the Required Components have Green Checks. Items with Purple X’s may
need to be updated or installed.

Running the Java Test
1. Click Java Test on the Browser Test page.
2. Blackboard will redirect you to the official Java Test Page.
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3. If Java is working correctly, you will
see a confirmation message.
4. If you cannot see the confirmation,
follow the instructions below the
confirmation message box for
enabling Java or downloading Java.

Checking Documents
Many documents in Blackboard are in Adobe PDF or a Microsoft Office format which require third party programs
to be installed on your computer before you can open them. The Common Third Party File Types section of the
Browser Test allows you to download samples to ensure that you can successfully open documents.
1. Scroll down to the Common Third
Party File Types section of the
Browser Test.
2. Click the type of document you would
like to practice opening.
3. Your Browser will begin to perform the
necessary functions to open the
document. PDF files should open
immediately in the browser window.
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4. If the document does not
open, or you are not
prompted to open the
document, save it to your
desktop and then try opening
it.

For additional support, visit http://uhd.edu/bbhelpform
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